Let IF q ((X −1 )) be the field of formal power series in X −1 over IF q , the field with q elements. Let f ∈ IF q ((X −1 )) satisfy the irreducible polynomial Af 2 + Bf + C = 0, with Δ = B 2 − 4AC. let P er(f ) be the length of the period of the continued fraction expansion of f . In this paper, we show that
Introduction
Let q be a prime, and let IF q be the finite field with q elements whose characteristic p is positive. Let IF q ((X −1 )) be the field of formal power series:
f n X −n ; f n ∈ IF q ; n 0 ∈ IZ}.
Let f = n≥n 0 f n X −n . Define the integer (polynomial) part of f , noted by [f ], as follows: Let | . | be the absolute value over IF q ((X −1 )), which is not archimedean, such that | . |= q −γ (.) .
and T the transformation over M p defined by:
Then , for any f ∈ M p , we have:
where a i are polynomials with degree ≥ 1 defined, for any positive integer n, by:
,we have:
The later expression is called continued fraction expansion of f. The sequence (a i ) i≥0 is called the sequence of partial quotients of f. Define two sequences of polynomials (P n ) and (Q n ) by : P 0 = a 0 , Q 0 = 1, P 1 = a 0 a 1 +1, Q 1 = a 1 and for any n ≥ 2, P n = a n P n−1 +P n−2 ; Q n = a n Q n−1 +Q n−2 . We remark that
P n Q n is called the n th -convergent of f. 
A formal power series f is algebraic over IF q (X) if it verifies the following equation
An algebraic formal power series is reduce (or equivalently of type I) if its minimal polynomial is reduce and [f ] = 0. Let f be a quadratic formal power series of IF q (X). Then, the sequence of partial quotients of its continued fraction expansion is eventually periodic (ie:
Set P er(f ) = t be its periode. In the real case, schinzel [4] proved the existence of the quantity
Later, Cohen [1] proved again the existence of S (N, n) , he even evaluated it and proved the existence of
and he gave an exact value of R(N) for infinitely many integers N. In other part, Cohn studied in [1] the length of the period of the continued fraction expansion of √ d where d is an integer which is not a perfect square. He proved the following:
In the case of formal power series, Mkaouar proved in [2] that if f is a quadratic formal power series over IF 2 (X) verifying Af
He also generalised this result over IF q ((X −1 )) where the characteristic of the field IF q is greater than 2 and he proved the following theorems [3] . 
Theorem 2 : If f is a quadratic formal power series of type (I) over IF q [X] (in other way a formal power series verifying Af
The aim of the current paper is to give , in the case of formal power series, an improvement and a generalization of the theorem 2 depending on the degree of the discriminant Δ = B 2 − 4AC. In addition, we prove that the period of the square root of any polynomial Q ∈ IF q [X], whose degree is even and which is not a perfect square in IF q [X] , is less than o((2 √ q) deg Q ). 
Results
+ Bf + C = 0. then, P er(f ) ≤ (q − 1)(2 √ q) deg Δ−2 .P er(f ) ≤ (q − 1)(2 √ q) deg Q−1 .
Proof of theorem 4 :
A formal power series verifying Af 2 + Bf + C = 0 has the following form
Lemma 1 :
The formal power series f n verifies the equation
Proof :
, then, by recurrence over n, we prove that f n verifies the
n + B n a n + C n ; B n+1 = 2a n A n − B n C n+1 = A n ; B 0 = B; C 0 = C and Δ n = Δ for any n ≥ 0.
In other part, suppose that f n = −B n + (−1) n g 2A n , then, 
